Introducing the

Strength. Balance. Freedom.
Live a stronger, smarter life with the watch that lets
you break free from your phone and stay connected
with cellular.¹ Rest well and stay active with health
tracking tools, and go for days without charging.
With the LTE-enabled Galaxy Watch, everything
you need is at your wrist.

Your most balanced life
Balance mind and body with sleep cycle tracking,
reminders to keep moving, calorie tracking,
guided meditation and breathing exercises
for stress management.²

Leave your phone behind.
Leave your phone at home. With the
Galaxy Watch, you have the freedom to
call, text, stream music, use Samsung Pay³
and get notifications via cellular.¹

Made to last
The Galaxy Watch takes on life with military-grade
durability,⁴ swim-ready water resistance⁵ and
Corning Gorilla Glass DX+ that prevents the
display from getting scratched.

Two sizes. Unlimited style.
Available in two sizes and three colors (silver,
midnight black and rose gold), the Galaxy Watch
offers stylish watch faces so realistic they hardly
look digital. Plus, choose from a collection of
interchangeable bands.

Smartly connected
Control all your connected home devices from
your wrist even when you’re not home. Plus, get
the details of a security camera alert from the
SmartThings app on your Galaxy Watch.

Android & iOS compatible
The Galaxy Watch is designed to pair easily with
Samsung smartphones so you can stay connected,
even without your phone.⁶

Technical Specifications
46mm LTE model

42mm LTE model

Display

Display

1.3" sAMOLED
360 x 360

1.2" sAMOLED
360 x 360

Processor

Processor

1.15 GHz Dual-Core

1.15 GHz Dual-Core

Memory

Memory

1.5GB RAM
4GB internal storage⁷

1.5GB RAM
4GB internal storage⁷

Connectivity

Connectivity

802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz
Bluetooth v4.2

802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz
Bluetooth v4.2

Battery Life

Battery Life

Up to 4 days⁸

Up to 2 days⁸

Sensor Type

Sensor Type

Accelerometer, Barometer,
Gyro Sensor, HR Sensor,
Light Sensor

Accelerometer, Barometer,
Gyro Sensor, HR Sensor,
Light Sensor

Strap

Strap

22mm silicon

20mm silicon

Dimensions

Dimensions

46mm x 49mm x 13mm

41.9mm x 45.7mm x 12.7mm

Weight

Weight

63g

49g

Included in Box
Galaxy Watch, Additional Strap (large and small included),
Wireless Charging Dock, Travel Adaptor, Quick Start Guide, User Manual

¹4G LTE standalone connectivity only available on Samsung Galaxy Watch LTE version. Standalone voice calling on LTE version requires initial pairing with eligible
Samsung Galaxy device and separate qualifying wireless plan. Your carrier may not support standalone voice calling, or support may be available only in certain areas.
Please check with your carrier for more information. Standalone functionality limited if paired phone is not powered on or connected to a wireless network. ²This device
and related software are not intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease. ³Samsung Pay
is not available on iOS smartphones. After initial setup, Samsung Pay on Galaxy Watch can make at least five transactions without reconnecting to a network. Samsung
Pay on Galaxy Watch requires network connection through LTE, Wi-Fi or via Bluetooth pairing with compatible smartphone. Samsung Pay on the Galaxy Watch is only
compatible with select cards, carriers, and Samsung devices and non-Samsung Android phones. Samsung Pay on the Galaxy Watch is compatible only with NFC-type
payment terminals. ⁴This device passed military specification (MIL-STD-810G) testing against a subset of 10 specific conditions, including drops from 4.9 feet, extreme
temperatures, dust, shock/vibration, and low pressure/high altitude. ⁵Water-resistant up to 50 meters per ISO standard 22810:2010. Not intended for scuba diving.
Avoid excessive, sudden temperature changes and high-velocity activities. Rinse in fresh water/dry after use in sea water or chlorinated water. ⁶4G LTE stand-alone
connectivity only available on Samsung Galaxy Watch LTE version, a companion for compatible Android smartphones, sold separately. Stand-alone connectivity requires
initial pairing of Galaxy Watch with a compatible phone and separate qualifying wireless plan. Stand-alone functionality limited if paired phone is not powered on or
connected to a wireless network. Network coverage not available everywhere. Consult carrier for details. ⁷Portion of memory occupied by existing content. ⁸Average
expected performance based on typical use. Results may vary. Battery life varies based on model size and type. © 2018 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung,
Galaxy Watch, SmartThings, Super AMOLED and Samsung Pay are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Other company names and marks mentioned herein
are the property of their respective owners and may be trademarks or registered trademarks. Screen images simulated. Appearance of devices may vary. Printed in
the U.S.A.

